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DE 5.2 para 3 / after 
C535b 

te For an assumed-rank INTENT(OUT) dummy variable 
argument associated with an assumed size actual 
argument (possibly across more than one invocation 
level),  the number of array elements to perform 
finalization or deallocation of allocatable type components 
on is not available. Note that in BIND(C) interfaces the 
above situation cannot occur due to C1255b and C407a, 
but an assumed-rank entity may appear in an interface 
that is not interoperable. 

Either, add the constraint 

“C535c An assumed-rank entity that has the 
INTENT(OUT) attribute shall have the 
ALLOCATABLE or POINTER attribute.” 

Alternatively, add the restriction 

“For a non-allocatable non-pointer assumed-rank 
object that has the INTENT(OUT) attribute, the 
SIZE intrinsic (6.4.2) shall return a non-negative 
value.” 

The second solution is less restrictive and 
therefore preferred. 

 

DE 8.5 para 3 te For an entity of type CFI_cdesc_t that corresponds to a 
non-contiguous Fortran object, accessing parts of the 

object that would not be accessible in Fortran must be 
explicitly disallowed, because the base_addr member is 

exposed. 

Add a para 4: 

“If a formal parameter of type CFI_cdesc_t 

corresponds to a dummy argument in an 
interoperable procedure interface, indirection on a 
pointer calculated from its base_addr member is 

allowed if and only if the value of that pointer can 
be obtained by applying the function CFI_address 
(8.3.5.2) to the object or a subobject of it.” 

 

 


